This paper studies the vehicle scheduling problem in cities for the pickup and delivery service. Considering customer point as vehicle collaboration point, we propose a two-stage algorithm based on customer point collaboration through the theory of optimization. In addition to considering the problem whether the isolated customer point is collaborative, the algorithm also takes into account the problem whether the customers on the vehicle (picking up multiple customer points) can transfer its customers to the other basic vehicle. Moreover, the selection of the type of basic vehicles is no longer single; we can choose different types of vehicles suitable for different vehicle capacities according to the total number of people to carry. Finally, we perform simulation analysis and simulation results show that the algorithm proposed in this paper is feasible and effective.
Introduction
The airport pickup and delivery service is a value-added service for the air ticket corporation to attract customers and enhance market competitiveness. The vehicle scheduling in the airport pickup and delivery service is significantly important for the modern logistics engineering and transportation. And it has received the extensive attention and studied well. The vehicle routing and scheduling problem of pickup and delivery of customers to airport belongs to the vehicle routing problem [1] . Some vehicles and trip number are unnecessary for the whole pickup and delivery service [2] . The vehicle scheduling problem is similar to the routing problem in communication networks where we are to find the optimal route according to the origin-destination flows [3, 4] . In the pickup and delivery service for customers, the vehicle scheduling via vehicle collaborations has received extensive attentions from academic and industrial circles.
Some vehicle scheduling methods have been proposed to this problem. Belfiore et al. studied the long-haul vehicle scheduling problems with working time rules [2] . Pop et al. used the integer programming to model the generalized vehicle routing problem and proposed two new models [1] . Wy et al. investigated the rollon-rolloff vehicle routing problem and brought forth a hybrid metaheuristic approach to overcome it [5] . Mester et al. studied both capacitated vehicle routing problem and vehicle routing problem with time window constraints, and then they presented an efficient evolution strategies algorithm to solve them [6] . The set-partitioning model was used to find the optimal vehicle routing and scheduling in the free pickup and delivery service in flight ticket sales companies [7] . Yan et al. studied the cash transportation vehicle routing and scheduling, and they developed a model to ensure cash conveyance safety and minimize the transportation cost [8] .
This paper studies the vehicle scheduling problem in cities for the pickup and delivery service. We propose the concept of the isolated customer point through taking customer satisfaction and bypass limit as constraints. Considering customer point as vehicle collaboration point, we propose the vehicle collaboration rules about customer transfer. And a two-stage algorithm based on customer point collaboration is put forward through the theory of optimization. In addition to considering the problem whether the isolated customer point is collaborative, the algorithm also takes into account the problem whether the customers on the vehicle (picking up multiple customer points) can transfer its customers to the other basic vehicle. Moreover, the selection of the type of basic vehicles is no longer single; we can choose different types of vehicles suitable for different vehicle capacity according to the total number of people to carry. Finally, taking the airport pickup and delivery service of air ticketing company as a study case, we perform simulation analysis. Simulation results show that the algorithm proposed in this paper is feasible and effective.
Problem Statement
Consider as the research object the traveling passengers of a city to pickup and deliver in a plan period (one day). According to the basic traveling information of passengers (such as the traveling time and the pickup location of customers) in the plan period, air ticketing company is to arrange the number of vehicles dispatched, the departure time of each vehicle, customers to be picked up by each vehicle, pickup order for these customers, customer points to collaborate, selection of collaboration locations, and the pickup time. As a result, the company can achieve the high customer satisfaction degree and low operation cost. Basic vehicles are the vehicles that pick up customers from the depot to the airport. Collaborative vehicles refer to the vehicles that assist the basic vehicle to finish the pickup task from the depot but not arriving at the airport. Hence, for the characteristics of the problem itself, we give the following assumptions:
 In the pickup service, there is only one depot and one airport.
 Take the customers with the same pickup time in same location as the same customer point; the number of customers at each customer point is no more than the carrying capacity of each vehicle.
 Each vehicle serves one trip loop, and the whole process that the vehicle departs from the depot, arrives at the airport, and finally returns to the depot is regarded as one trip.
 Employ two kinds of vehicles, and collaborative vehicles select the vehicles with smaller vehicle capacity.
 The number of customers in basic vehicle is greater than or equal to the number of customers in its collaborative vehicle.
 During the whole pickup process, vehicles keep a constant speed and provide the service on time. Ignore the boarding time, and do not consider the delay and wait.
 Do not take the time required to transfer customers in the case of vehicle collaboration.
 Basic vehicles and collaborative vehicles will meet in the ideal state, namely without the waiting time.
Based on the above assumptions, this paper will study how to perform the collaboration between basic vehicles and collaborative vehicles at customer point during the pickup service of the single trip, in order to obtain the optimal routing and scheduling methods of the single trip and multiple vehicles.
In this section, the customers' satisfaction degree about the time arriving at the airport is used to measure whether customers are satisfied with the pickup service or not. And we can use the satisfaction degree function to describe the satisfaction degree of customers [8] . Considering the factor of vehicle collaboration and the satisfaction degree of customers at customer points, the satisfaction degree function of the customers at customer point i based on the vehicles collaboration at customer points can be defined as:
( )
where p i is a constant and ; when the customers at customer point i need not transfer,
, respectively, indicate the soft time window [9] and hard time window [10] of reaching the airport, meeting .
Assume that U represents the duration of the work plan within a planning period (typically one day), 
Equation (2) denotes the constraints of customers' satisfaction degree. Equation (3) describes the constraints of the basic vehicles' capacity. Equation (4) denotes the constraints of the collaborative vehicles' capacity. Equation (5) is the limit of bypass time.
This paper designs a two-stage heuristic algorithm based on customer point collaboration. Customer point collaboration refers to the collaborative method that the collaborative vehicle transfers customers in it to the basic vehicle at a certain customer point. The first stage exploits the time sorting-based heuristic algorithm of prior clustering to generate the initial vehicle trips and access order of the customer points in each trip. The algorithm steps are as follows:
Step 1: Give the information of customer points, the lower limit  of satisfaction degree, and bypass limit coefficient  . Calculate the time window of arriving at airport that meets the lower limitation of satisfaction degree according to Equations (1) and (2).
Step 2: Sort the customer points in order according to the lower limit of the time window of arriving at airport. And form the sequence K.
Step 3: If K is empty, stop and output the results.
Step 4: Select the first customer point in K as the clustering point. Generate the set i according to the sorting sequence of other customer points and the capacity limit of basic vehicles shown in Equation (3) . Here the capacity of basic vehicle is limited to .
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Step 5: if i is not empty, we conduct full array of the customer pints in i , select the route with the shortest driving distance and denote it as , and examine whether customer point , put this customer point into the set E, delete i , and delete this customer point from K. This is because the customer point is considered as the isolated customer point and is put into E if there is only one customer point in the route.
Step 6: Delete from K the customer points that have formed the cluster.
Step 7: Put the customer points in E in the time order according to the lower limit of time window of arriving at airport and form the sequence L. According to the constraints in Equations (2)- (5), select the customer point j to insert the route in R. Then form the new route, update the route set R, delete the customer points e E  j e from E and L, and go back to Step3.
Step 8: Conduct the second clustering for the customer points in E. Namely, repeat the above Steps 2-7 for the customer points in E. If the customer points in E can form the new routes, then put these new routes into set R and delete the corresponding customer points from E and L.
At the first stage, we get the basic path set R and isolated point set E. At the second stage, we mainly consider the customer satisfaction degree, vehicle capacity limitation, and bypass constraint based on the first stage. Using the selection rules of collaborative points, rearrange the route for the isolated points in a collaborative way. Then we take into account the possible collaboration between the collaborative vehicle picking up the customers of multiple customer points and the basic vehicle, and make the appropriate scheduling. The heuristic algorithm steps at the second phase are as follows:
Step 1: According to the isolated points in set E, consider the change of customers' satisfaction degree due to the vehicle collaboration. And recalculate the time window of arrive at the airport.
Step 2: If L is empty, then remove all the basic path in path set R collaborated by the isolated point to set R2, output the result, and exit.
Step 3: Take out the isolated point from L in order, insert the basic path that has the same time window with this isolated point and meet the vehicle capacity constraints. According to the above Rules 1-3, select the appropriate the collaborative point, build the corresponding collaborative path, write down the basic path collaborated with isolated point, mark the collaborative customer point, remove this isolated point from set E to collaborative path set 1 , update the arrival time window and the total number of the basic path which has been collaborated in set R. If not meeting the Rules 1-3, the isolated point does not participate in collaboration, separately construct the path, and place the built path into the path set R.
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Step 4: Delete isolated points which have collaborated with basic path from L and E, and then go back to Step 2.
Step 5: Reorder the path in R according to the lower limit of the arrival time window.
Step 6: Take the path form R. If is empty, output the result and exit. 
Simulation Results and Analysis
Here we use the pickup and delivery service of the airport as a study case to validate our algorithm. Assume there are 30 customer points to pick up for the flights of a period of 8:00 -20:00, these customer points are distrib- Step 10: If has been collaborated, go to Step 9.
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Step 11: Calculate where denotes the arrival time window of the path i and f represents the penalty factor. Build the intersection set U is empty or the vehicle capacity constraint is not satisfied, go back to Step 9.
Step 12: Select the customer point z from the basic paths in R except i in order as the collaborative point. By Rules 1-3, choose the collaborative point i R Z which make the collaborative mileage shortest and all customer points in i meet the bypass restrictions. If i R Z is found, construct the collaborative path, write down the basic path and collaborative customer points collaborated by i , and remove z from R to the collaborative path set , update the arrival time window and the total customer number of the basic path collaborated in R. In summary, through the three parts at the second phase, we finally get the set of the basic paths not participating collaboration, collaborative set collaborating with the basic paths, the collaborated basic path set
Consequently, according to the number of customers on each path of R and D, we can determine how to choose the kinds of basic vehicles. According to the information in C, we can determine the collaborative path and collaborative customer Simulation results show that without collaborations, the total running mileage of vehicles is: 1051.4km and average utilization ratio of vehicle capacity 57.89%. Based on the results at the first stage, we perform the heuristic algorithm at the second stage. By optimizing the results at the first stage, we can obtain the collaborative information of collaborative vehicles. Simulation results indicate that with collaborations, the total vehicle mileage is 1008.5 km and average utilization ratio of vehicle capacity is 61.90%.
n 
Here we, respectively, use the study cases with 10, 30, 50, 100, 150, 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000 customer points to validate further the performance of our algorithm. The depot coordinate is at point (35, 37), while airport coordinate is at point (50, 50). According to the distribution of the customer point locations, we discuss the two cases, namely customer points mainly distributed near the depot or airport. And the locations of all the customer points are randomly distributed in the circle whose center is the depot or airport with radius by 20km.
For collaborations and non-collaborations, we obtain the vehicle total mileage, the average utilization ratio of basic vehicles, and average satisfaction degree of customers for the different study case. From Figures 1-4 , we can see that in contrast to collaborations, average satisfaction degree of customers decrease a little after collaborating. However, Figures 1-4 total mileage with collaborations is much less than that without collaborations. And we also find that the reduced total mileage is up to 4%. This is what we expect. By the vehicle collaborations, the satisfaction degree of customers in the collaborative vehicles is to decrease. As a result, this is to affect the average satisfaction degree of customers. The reduced mileage is mainly because the collaborative vehicles need not go to the airport. After using the heuristic algorithm at the second stage, although the average satisfaction degree of customers decreases a little, the total running mileage of vehicles is reduced. And thus the vehicle scheduling cost is also reduced. Hence, simulation results indicate that the algorithm proposed in this paper can be used for all the study cases. This tells us that the algorithm proposed in this paper is effective and feasible.
Conclusions
This paper studies the two vehicle kinds' collaborative problems of the pickup and delivery service. By introducing the vehicle collaborations, a two-stage heuristic algorithm is proposed. Considering the collaborations between isolated customer points and basic vehicles, we make the basic vehicle picking up the customers at the multiple customer points collaborating with other basic vehicles. And the customers at the different customer points are put into the same basic vehicle as possible and then are picked up to the airport. In such a case, the average utilization ratio of vehicle capacity is improved. Moreover, simulation results that in the case of keeping the appropriate customers' satisfaction degree; we can perform the better vehicle scheduling. As a result, the cost of the company can be significantly reduced. Future studies need to consider the actual situations, such as multiple trips, waiting time when transferring, global collaboration, and dynamic insertion customers.
